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CULTURAL
AWARENESS

Mary G. Ross, was the first American Indian
female engineer, whose major contributions
to the aerospace industry include the
development of concepts for
interplanetary space travel, manned and unmanned
earth-orbiting flights, and
orbiting satellites.

DEOMI

PRESS

go to www.deomi.org for more observance information

ANSWER KEY
(Page 1)
A-2
D-3
B-5
E-6
C-1
F-4
(Page 4)
(English translation)

C-O-D-E R-E-C-E-I-V-E-D

Here’s how the message is decoded:
MOASI (C-Cat), NE-AHS-JAH (O-Owl), LHA-CHA-EH (D-Dog),
DZEH (E-Elk), GAH (R-Rabbit), DZEH (E-Elk),MOASI (C-Cat),
DZEH (E-Elk), TKIN (I-Ice), A-KEH-DI-GLINI (V-Victor), DZEH (E Elk),
LHA-CHA-EH (D-Dog)

A true pioneer, she reached for the stars
and opened doors for future generations
of women and American Indians to pursue
careers in Science, Technology, Engineering
and Math.

Did you know

not a l l A m e r ic a n I n d ia n s l ived i n teepees?
American Indians lived in a wide variety of homes.
Different tribes built different types of homes reflecting
the region in which they lived, their climate, and the nature
of their life.
Some tribes were nomads traveling from place to place.
Tribes living in the Great Plains hunted buffalo for food
so they would follow the herds as they roamed the plains.
They built homes that were easy to move and build. They
were called teepees. (Fun fact, teepees can also be
spelled tepees or tipis!) Other tribes lived in one place for
a long time because water and food were nearby.

Sand Painting
Sand paintings are grains of colored sand that are
painstakingly positioned to form a complicated design
of geometric shapes and symbols. The most famous
paintings are the sand paintings of the Southwestern
Native Americans, such as the Navajo. They view the
paintings as spiritual, living beings to be treated with
respect.

Try to match the description to the correct house!

a.
b.

f.
1. Plateau mud pie house

2. Great Basin thatched wickiup
3. Southwest stone or adobe pueblo
4. Arctic domed snow house
5. Yukon double lean-to
6. Plain buffalo hide tipi
c.

e.

d.
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CAN YOU DECODE
THE HIDDEN
MESSAGE?

An inuksuk is a pile of stones arranged in the likeness of a
human being. They were used by the Inuit, Iñupia, Kalaallit,
Yupik, and other tribes of the Arctic region of North
America. An inuksuk can be small or large. They were used
to communicate things—almost like present day street
signs! They marked the best route to travel, fishing areas,
dangerous places, and even to help hunt caribou.

How to Traslate:
Letter - Navajo word - English word

C MOASI Cat
D LHA-CHA-EH Dog
E DZEH Elk
I TKIN Ice

O NE-AHS-JAH Owl
R GAH Rabbit
V A-KEH-DI-GLINI Victor

See if you can translate the following coded message.

MOASI NE-AHS-JAH LHA-CHA-EH
DZEH GAH DZEH MOASI DZEH TKIN
A-KEH-DI-GLINI DZEH LHA-CHA-EH

1. Collect a bunch of rocks.
Most of them should have
flat surfaces. The easiest
rocks to work with will have
two flat surfaces on opposite
sides of the rock (top and
bottom).
2. Start balancing the
rocks on top of each other.
Your goal is learning about
balancing the rocks and
finding combinations that
work well together. If two
rocks just won’t balance,
try turning them over. Just
moving the rock a little bit
can make a difference.
3. Decide where you want
your finished inuksuk to
stand, and start building.
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CODE TALKERS

American Indian
Code Talkers
Tribes
Assiniboine
Cherokee
Cheyenne
Chippewa/Oneida
Choctaw
Comanche
Cree
Crow
Hopi
Kiowa

Menominee
Meskwaki
Mississauga
Muscogee
Navajo
Osage
Pawnee
Sac and Fox
Seminole
Sioux

C ode Talkers were American Indian Service Members (from 33

different tribes) who developed a secretive code of communication
built upon their native languages on the battle fields in both World
War I and World War II.
The Code Talkers’ role in war required intelligence and bravery.
They endured some of the most dangerous battles and remained
calm under fire. They served proudly, with honor and distinction.
Their actions proved critical in several important campaigns, and
they are credited with saving thousands of American and allies’
lives.
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